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The Reception of the Principles in England
Paul Binski

Early reception: Fry, Clark and Read 
According to Michael Podro, Heinrich Wölfflin was ‘explicitly concerned with the construction of critical systems’ ​[1]​. His reception in England, however, was anything but systematic and, as I shall suggest, was characterized far more by the role of individual historians and critics, and by small groups, than by institutions. The coterie, the ‘invisible college’ has always mattered in the English intellectual and critical tradition and with it the conversation of friends and allies. Indeed, English reception of Heinrich Wölfflin’s work started in earnest with the critic, artist and art guru from one such coterie, the Bloomsbury group, Roger Fry (1866-1934) (Fig. 1). In the December 1903 number of The Athenaeum, Fry had reviewed Wölfflin’s Die klassische Kunst (1899), there retitled for English readers as The Art of the Italian Renaissance and more generally known by the title Classic Art ​[2]​. Fry’s main concern in this review was more the canon than method: to him, Wölfflin was rehabilitating the art of the seicento, sight of which had been lost since Burckhardt. The quattrocento had abandoned the grand style, the Sublime, for the sweet, rational, middle style: but then Leonardo, Raphael, Michelangelo restored ‘greatness’, religious idealism, the power of ‘condensation’ or concentration of effect. In effect, from an English perspective, Fry spotted in Wölfflin a rehabilitation of the grand manner of Reynolds.        
  Canonicity of period style remained an issue for Fry when he returned in 1921 to review Principles itself, in the Burlington Magazine under ‘The Baroque’ ​[3]​. From the point of view of its dissemination outside Germany, Principles had had the serious misfortune to appear just after the outbreak of war in 1914, so Fry was reviewing the fourth edition (1920), the first available to him. He remarked that a book which had already sold 20,000 in Germany might stretch to only 2,000 sales in England. Around 1920 Fry considered Wölfflin ‘the only writer I get ideas from’ ​[4]​. By now Fry was  interested in Wölfflin’s method, his philosophy, which Fry himself duly set out. Not only was Wölfflin post-Burckhardtian: it was Principles ‘which first made evident the general principles involved’ in understanding the formal differences of Renaissance and baroque art. Even more, what mattered for Fry was ‘Understanding the problems of the creator’, knowing ‘what mental conditions in the artist’s mind are implied by [a] configuration’ ​[5]​. By now Fry himself wrote with great certainty as a formalist, one who held the conviction, in Michael Fried’s words, that ‘all persons capable of experiencing aesthetic emotion in front of painting... are responding when they do so to relations of pure form’ ​[6]​. In discussing Principles Fry took issue with Wölfflin’s insistence on baroque ‘principles’ being fundamentally northern or Germanic; he agreed with Wölfflin’s method of seeing the same visual principles as being operative in the sister arts; and he underlined the importance of the transition from tactile to optical values whose roots went back at least to Hegel’s lectures on aesthetics and in which Alois Riegl, Bernhard Berenson and others also showed much interest, as we know ​[7]​. But he was not entirely wedded to Wölfflin’s general view of historical development as a history of polarities, or that Renaissance and baroque expression were clearly opposed: for Fry, history is a process of gathering, of enrichment, as well as of cyclical abandonment and return; to him the relationship of artwork to context is never clear ​[8]​.  <Fig 1>
There was clearly a distinction between providing an exposition of Wölfflin’s ideas, sympathizing with some of them, and actually deploying his method systematically. In her study of Fry and the beginnings of formalist art criticism, for instance, Jacqueline Falkenheim suggests that it is hard to trace absolutely direct influence on Fry from such writers as Fiedler and Hildebrand, and claims too that Fry struggled to read German ​[9]​. Yet clearly there was some affinity. And it is clear that in some of his last writing Fry specifically followed the authority of Wölfflin, as for example his 1933-4 Slade Lectures given in Cambridge: ‘But in the Hellenistic period which follows after the conquests of Alexander there occur definite changes in style, some of which are of interest to us… The result of this was, I think, a heightening of the plastic sensibility in these later artists, a clearer understanding of what are the possibilities of plastic expression. The poses become freer, with a greater sense of the balance of opposing inclinations of planes, and at times the sculptors became aware of the possibilities of chiaroscuro – they discovered the baroque’ ​[10]​. In Wölfflin, Fry had found encouragement, authorization, for beliefs about form and psychology rather than scope for the wholesale transfer of a system. Such pre-1920 essays by Fry as ‘The Artist’s Vision’ and ‘An Essay on Aesthetics’ ‘deal with problems of perception and the attempt to find concrete structural principles to equal the aesthetic experience, which must have been conditioned, or at least encouraged, by contemporary German aesthetic speculation’:  one instance is Fry’s writings on Cezanne in which he notes the ‘utmost parallelism of the objects to the picture plan’ ​[11]​. The ‘Essay on Aesthetics’ illustrates this type of affinity and discusses the ‘emotional elements of designs’ in terms of rhythm, line, mass, space, light and shade, colour, and the inclination to the eye of a plane – only the last adumbrating the Principles ​[12]​. Yet such ideas were not solely derived from Wölfflin. Some of them could also have developed from Berenson’s widely-consulted Italian Painters of the Renaissance (1896) in which Berenson finds ‘life enhancement’ in tactile values, movement, space-composition and colour, or so-called ‘ideated sensations’ ​[13]​.   
In regard to intellectual lineage, so to speak, Wölfflin as read after 1920 was clearly one part of a complex mix, and this remained true of his reception in England down to the end of the twentieth century. What had been at stake for Fry above all was Wölfflin’s setting aside of the old empiricism of art history, and his new emphasis on mind, form and empathy. Wölfflin showed why form and psychology are serious and also historical issues, and why art history itself might be taken seriously. Even so, between 1921 and the early 1930s and the establishment of the Courtauld and Warburg Institutes in London in 1932-3, critical reception of Principles was not broadly based. For example, in 1970 the critic Adrian Stokes (1902-1972) wrote to Richard Wollheim that ‘You were asking about influences. I have been thinking whether I can help more. Of Hildebrand I didn’t know at the relevant times nor, shamefully, many of the Germans, nor even of Wölfflin till the late thirties’ ​[14]​.
It was certainly furthered by the publication, with Fry’s encouragement, of Marie Hottinger’s 1932 English translation, which coincided significantly with the establishment of the Courtauld Institute at Portman Square, opened in October 1932, the first reading-lists of which demonstrate immediate dissemination of Wölfflin’s work ​[15]​. We also find it energized at the same time by a young, patrician figure whose stance was defiantly ‘Continental’, namely Kenneth Clark (1903-1983) (ill. 2), made director of the National Gallery in London at the age of 30 in 1933. Three years earlier, aged 27, Clark had been invited by Tancred Borenius to deliver two lectures at University College London, and his topics were the German art historian Alois Riegl, and Wölfflin ​[16]​. The invitation came about partly because of Clark’s contacts with Roger Fry, whom Clark regarded highly. For Clark, in a distinctly double-edged remark, Principles was ‘much the best choice’, ‘because Wölfflin is what is rare in German speculative writers – perfectly sane and level headed’ ​[17]​. <Fig 2>
Clark, as his early interest in Gothic revival shows, was basically Ruskinian in outlook, though it was exactly Ruskin’s moralism that twentieth-century formalists were repudiating. Ruskin himself, once the most influential critic of his time, generally disavowed German theory, but not so Clark, who was perhaps closer to Walter Pater who himself had certainly read Hegel. Clark read German, and began as an undergraduate with the works of Alois Riegl, going to Germany 1926. Though by his own admission Germany was very much ‘not my spiritual home’, Clark said that ‘Realising that almost all writers on philosophy and the history of art who had influenced me deeply – Hegel, Schopenhauer, Jacob Burckhardt, Wölfflin, Riegl, Dvŏrák – had all been German or German-trained... [I] later made a determined effort to soak myself in German culture, and spent almost the whole of one long vacation in Dresden and Munich’ ​[18]​. In his lecture on Principles Clark wasted no time in calling Wölfflin ‘by common consent, the best living writer on art’ ​[19]​. Yet he did not endorse the writer entirely. He noted that Wölfflin’s claim about the formal coherence of the arts in any visual epoch was not supported by his own tendency to take examples of painting from northern Europe and examples of sculpture and architecture from Italy – so raising the suspicion that his theory was not as coherent or universal as it claimed.  
What mattered in this early assimilation of Principles was the larger claim about the standing and practice of art history more generally: that patrician, humanist and value-driven art history, and the ‘aesthetic’ upper-class tendency to effeteness or ‘sensitive reading’ in English art appreciation, needed to be replaced by something more ambitious and rigorous, something less like criticism and more like a value-free science. Matthew Potter remarks ‘Clark’s lectures on Riegl and Wölfflin from 1930 represent the first attempt at self-reflective engagement with the middle years of the tradition of German critical historians of art by a British scholar’ ​[20]​. Indeed, as Sam Rose has remarked to me, what matters in Clark’s lectures is the way in which they mark an early point in the identification of both Riegl and Wölfflin as ‘canonical’ authorities. Riegl’s works were not to be translated into English until later in the century ​[21]​.  The point is that the Principles remained part of a critical mix which also included Riegl, and which, for all its Idealism, appealed strongly to English empiricism.  Clark’s general view was endorsed in a 1933 review of the new English translation of Principles in the Burlington Magazine by the critic Hubert D. Waley (1892-1968) ​[22]​. According to Waley, Wölfflin had replaced a hierarchism of value by a sort of pendulum of style; he had substituted ‘analysis and definition’ for ‘arrogance and declamation’; the aesthetician or critic was no longer a high priest or prophet, but a scientist – for reading Wölfflin is like watching a chemistry experiment. As Waley concluded ‘The first problem which meets us is why certain arrangements of form have the power of producing certain states of mind’ ​[23]​. Further acclaim is found in a review article on  Wölfflin by the art historian and keeper at the British Museum, Roger Hinks (1903-1966) ​[24]​. Hinks saw Wölfflin’s work as part of ‘a revolt of scientific history’ against a ‘Procrustean scale of classic values’. Principles was an ‘epoch-making’ contribution to the ‘campaign against criticism’ immediately recognized as ‘a masterpiece and a model of historical method’; ‘Wölfflin immediately disclaimed any interest in value: which is as much to say that he dissociated himself from criticism’.
The same high regard for Wölfflin’s impact and scientific seriousness is apparent in Herbert Read’s 1952 introduction to a new edition of Die klassische Kunst:  according to Read, when Wölfflin died in 1945 he ‘had found art criticism a subjective chaos and left it a science’ ​[25]​. Read (1893-1968) (ill. 3), an influential aesthetician and critic and a more incisive thinker than Clark, had familiarized himself with the writings of Wölfflin, Riegl, Dvŏrák, Worringer and Croce for his educationalist study Education Through Art (1943), researched when he was a Leon Fellow at the University of London in 1940-42.    Designed for schoolteachers, its purpose was to place art at the centre of education in such a way that their art could afford psychological insight into children as ‘types’.  For Read, Wölfflin’s ‘objective contrasts’ ‘have their origin in subjective factors which correspond to distinctive psychological types’, explored by Read with reference to such theorists as Jung, Freud and especially Kretschmer ​[26]​. Read was an important figure in the reception of Wölfflin because he had started to use both his and Riegl’s ideas in such works as The Meaning of Art (1931) and in his articles in the widely-read periodicals The Times Literary Supplement and The Listener: in the latter in 1930, for instance, he had remarked that the character of art was due to the ‘will to form which is a reflection of the artist’s personality’, a formula manifestly borrowed from Riegl who may have interested Read since his days as a curator at the Victoria and Albert Museum ​[27]​. Read was only the first general popularizer of Wölfflin and Riegl: the true period of dissemination awaited the post-war period and the regalvanizing of public culture particularly through the medium of broadcasting. <Fig 3>

Postwar critiques and practices:  Gombrich and Pevsner
The 1932 English translation of the Principles coincided, then, with a period of institutionalization of the curriculum of history of art as a higher-education subject in England. By 1939 Wölfflin’s writings had not only gained attention but a measure of acceptance in tandem with those of Riegl and Worringer. So far, Principles specifically had been seen as subverting the classical canon of art, renewing interest in the grand manner of the seicento, penetrating into the workings of mind, undermining the old class-based, patrician art history, ejecting Ruskinian moralism and allowing, in effect, a more contextual, relativist critique to art history. Not uncharacteristically the English were recasting Wölfflin in terms of the larger debates of English culture and society itself, in particular, in virtue of the massive social change which followed the Second World War, in regard to the idea of art history as a discipline that could be practiced not by a social elite but rather by a scientifically-informed educational elite of professional art historians with the sort of characteristic method that distinguished a discipline from a subject.
After World War Two the debate also changed direction at least in part because new internationalist forces were at work, and the commentary was no longer exclusively in English patrician hands. Resistance from old quarters was inevitable. Even in 1949 the then director of the Courtauld Institute, T. S. R. Boase, had remarked in his preface to one of the new Oxford History of English Art volumes, that ‘Art history, a clumsy but useful term, does not hold in this country the position that has been given to Kunstgeschichte on the Continent, and an academic discipline that in Europe and America is fully recognized has here few professional chairs or university departments assigned to it. Our tradition of connoisseurship, the detailed study of works of art and objects of antiquity in order to decide their date and provenance, is, it is true, well established… This resolute objectivity has been the complete antithesis of the exuberance of Stilkritik. We still suspect the wider speculations by which analysis of styles provides not only a precise instrument of attribution but also an indication of phases of emotional temperament’ ​[28]​. It is as if Fry, Read and Clark had written in vain.  Anti-Germanism may itself have been a factor after the War ​[29]​. Nevertheless, expatriated German, or German-trained, academics were now undoubtedly influencing opinion, which was in turn to become more divergent and more politically coloured.  Kunstwissenschaft was now alive and well on English soil. As art history started to rise in the universities, its tone and practices professionalised, as Fry, Read and Clark doubtless had wished. Whatever the reception now accorded to Wölfflin’s work in Germany, in England his critical fortunes divided more or less along political-disciplinary lines, and that divergence is mapped by two figures in particular:  Ernst Gombrich (1909-2001), eventually Director of the Warburg Institute (ill. 4), and Nikolaus Pevsner (1902-1983) (ill. 5) of Birkbeck College London, one Austrian, one German, one humanist, the other liberal, both victims of Nazi persecution.   <Fig 4>
One very important divide in the English-speaking world that influenced academic opinion about Wölfflin at this time was that between logically- and scientifically-orientated ‘analytic’ philosophy as it developed in the first half of the twentieth century, the main exponents of which were Bertrand Russell, Ludwig Wittgenstein and Gottlob Frege, and the so-called Continental school which derived many of its premises from German Idealism. In 1946 Bertrand Russell had defined this split as one between ‘British’ and ‘Continental’ philosophy ​[30]​. For aestheticians sympathetic to ‘Continental’ philosophy of the Idealist type, Wölfflin was unavoidable because he provided one of the few statements of method and terminology that could properly be said to have emerged actually from within the discipline of art history, and which was coming to define it. Gombrich’s particular orientation, inspired not least by Karl Popper, was more generally towards the analytic school. Like Popper, Gombrich persistently highlighted the dangers implicit in the historical and philosophical traditions which had produced Wölfflin, Riegl and Worringer ​[31]​. Wölfflin had been hailed by Read as creating a ‘science’ of art history. Not so for Gombrich, for whom Wölfflin’s suspect Idealism placed him firmly on the wrong side of the religion-science divide. The interesting point, however, is that this ultimately political stance was formulated by Gombrich within the particular professional context of the Warburg Institute whose traditions belonged far more within the ‘Continental’ philosophical tradition ​[32]​. His own intellectual origins, within the circle of Julius von Schlosser (1866-1938) and the Viennese school of Bildung, also carried with them a disposition towards cultural not formal analysis which necessarily affected his estimate of Wölfflin’s work.
In addition there seems to have been an element of iconoclasm in Gombrich’s personal attitude to Wölfflin. In 1930, just when Clark was lecturing on Wölfflin in London, Gombrich was attending his lectures in Berlin and was not enthralled: ‘I remember the high hopes with which I went to Berlin University and the impression Wölfflin’s personality made on me, the tall Swiss with beautiful blue eyes and a firm and self-assured manner of delivery that held the auditorium maximum spellbound. I confess that the spell did not work on me for very long. Soon heretical doubts spoilt some of my pleasure, though I was still unable to formulate the reason for my increasing disappointment’ ​[33]​. By the time of the publication of Gombrich’s volume of essays Norm and Form: Studies in the Art of the Renaissance (1963) (edited by Michael Baxandall) he had indeed formulated the reasons for his disappointment. He expressed these in a section on ‘Critical Polarities in Wölfflin’ ​[34]​. Wölfflin had given ‘art history the fateful tool of systematic comparison’. However his so-called critical polarities were not really true polarities at all, but points on a sliding scale, the hidden norm or axis of which was classicism, as it were, Vasari’s idea of perfection. Roger Fry had seen in Wölfflin the possibility of a post-Burckhardtian anti-classicism; for Gombrich, Wölfflin actually, though subliminally, reinforced exactly that classical model or stance through a form of sleight of hand which concealed a normative classicist standpoint. In this regard Gombrich’s thinking, at this point at least, had points in common with the restrained reception accorded by the Vienna School to Wölfflin’s work ​[35]​.
Clearly much more than this was at stake for Gombrich, and his essay In Search of Cultural History (first delivered as a lecture in 1967) shows why:  by this account, Wölfflin was the inheritor of German Romanticism and Idealism, which had produced not just Hegel but also Burckhardt and Marx ​[36]​. Gombrich recognized that neither Burckhardt nor Wölfflin were straightforwardly Hegelian, but suggested of them, à propos of Hegel, that ‘it is precisely those people who want to discard all ‘preconceived’ theories who are most likely unconsciously to succumb to their power’ ​[37]​. As Burckhardt’s successor at Basle, Wölfflin was now dragged en passant by Gombrich into the debate on the back of slightly tendentious thinking about what Hegelian metaphysics were deemed to be, as a branch of non-falisifiable religion and so precisely not science. Politically, Gombrich in retrospect reads very like a Cold Warrior, situated not just within the history of neo-Kantian epistemology and perceptualism but also within post-War political and social discourse as a Popperian, Hayekian free-marketeer, friend of the so-called ‘Open Society’ and scourge of Platonism, Hegelianism, Marxism and all bases for totalitarianism as he saw it. Yet, paradoxically, whether Gombrich’s own entirely relativistic ‘history of vision’, namely Art and Illusion (which opens with Wölfflin’s formulation that ‘not everything is possible in every period’) and his later book The Sense of Order, necessarily sympathetic to the notion of empathy, are so very alien to the very tradition he condemns is an open question ​[38]​. Indeed the pages he later wrote on Wölfflin and the psychology of style in The Sense of Order are amongst the warmest and least qualified he wrote on the subject ​[39]​. The suspicion is that Gombrich, in repudiating much of this tradition, also (to use his own formula) unconsciously succumbed to its power.
Nikolaus Pevsner in contrast was a mild-mannered social progressive and evangelist of the Modern Movement and a devotee of visual analysis; whereas Gombrich wrote almost exclusively about figurative arts, Pevsner’s domain was architecture ​[40]​. Pevsner was the most important writer in England to have studied under Wölfflin for any length of time in a university context (Gombrich quickly abandoned his lectures) and who also demonstrably assimilated his ideas into practice.  Indeed he had read the Principles while still at school ​[41]​. Like Gombrich, he too was not impressed by Wölfflin in person. In the early 1920s, in Munich, Pevsner attended Wölfflin’s lectures:  ‘The professor was nearing sixty... tall, quietly and rather formally dressed (blue pinstripe, double breasted) and frighteningly aloof’; he talked a good deal about himself, but the lectures contained nothing that wasn’t in his books and were ‘to the exacting freshman, rather a bore’ ​[42]​. Recent work on Pevsner has not shied away from another issue in his early formation and sympathies: although he was forced to flee to England in 1933 he may have had an attraction to Nazi doctrines ​[43]​. In this regard his doctoral training at Leipzig under Wilhelm Pinder (1878-1947) proved crucial. In the 1920s Pinder, soon to be a Nazi sympathizer, encouraged Pevsner to undertake a study of the geography of art, specifically the Baroque of his home town of Leipzig. This Kunstgeographie owed a great deal to Wölfflin’s belief that regional differences underlay the dialectic of art. In this regard the Principles were absolutely primary in Pevsner’s formation because his intellectual interest in the geography of art persisted ​[44]​. Pevsner’s early training with Pinder and the influence upon both of a critic of Wölfflin, August Schmarsow (1853-1936), reminds us again that, as with earlier English writers, Wölfflin’s influence seldom worked alone or without resistance ​[45]​.
That Pevsner was a Wölfflinian in many important respects is indisputable ​[46]​. He was a confirmed ‘two-projector’ man’, and found many English lecture theatres technically wanting in this quite basic Wölfflinian technology ​[47]​. Pevsner was always a practical critic and tended not to bandy around theory – he was not an especially distinctive or assertive theorist. So his language is permeated, in a way already familiar to the pre-war English critical tradition, by a subliminal rather than by a systematic ‘Wölfflinianism’. A key text for this is Pevsner’s influential An Outline of European Architecture (1943) in which he says right at the outset that ‘The Gothic style was not created because someone invented rib vaulting; the Modern Movement did not come into being because steel frame and reinforced concrete construction had been worked out - they were worked out because a new spirit required them’ ​[48]​. Pevsner carried Wölfflinian ideas into such domains as medieval art and architecture, about which he wrote very tellingly. In regard to English medieval architecture he dramatized formal change by means of Wölfflin’s familiar polarities: thus for all its illogicalities (by French standards), thirteenth-century English Gothic architecture is marked by ‘the clarity and erectness of the English lancet window’ and by ‘a precision of surface to be compared only with the classic Greek art of the Parthenon’: in effect a Gothic classicism. Indeed, because ‘the Classic is only a moment in the history of a civilization’, it quickly gives way to the baroque ​[49]​. Thus the clearness and classicism of the thirteenth century was to be displaced in England by the brilliant baroque of the fourteenth century, ‘decades in England which liked to mix their media and play from one into the other just as they liked in their carved foliage to glide from one form into the other instead of isolating part from part, as had been the rule in the carving of the Leaves of Southwell. Now all one sees is an incessant ripple and flow, lights and shadows whisking over bossy surfaces, fascinating but far removed from the clarity of a hundred years before’. His discussion of the extraordinary undulating wall arcading of the Lady Chapel at Ely Cathedral of the 1320s is really a deft study of Gothic Unklarheit  ​[50]​. Pevsner frequently uses Wölfflin’s language and thought patterns, as when in the passage just cited he attributes agency to decades, not artists, or when he uses the language of stylistic polarity and empathy ​[51]​. But because his work always had a strongly positivistic inclination his reception of Wölfflin was quite unlike that of, say, the art critic Adrian Stokes (1902-1972), who explored the psychology of form and the empathetic relation of mass to surface in architecture in ways indebted to Wölfflin’s writings and their interest in the connection between the perception of architecture and the perception of the human body ​[52]​.
Both Gombrich and Pevsner were best-sellers, but, as Stephen Games points out in his edition of Pevsner’s later radio appearances, ‘Over a period of 32 years [Pevsner] gave more talks for the British Broadcasting Corporation than any other art historian before or since’ ​[53]​. Pevsner’s teacher Pinder had himself been a popularizer ​[54]​. Pevsner matters because his public broadcasting presented Wölfflinian thought in an accessible, non-elitist way to a huge public, far larger than that for the writings of Fry or Read. It is worth recalling that in the 1930s Kenneth Clark’s London lectures on German art historians had, in fact, reached remarkably few. He later observed ‘I was conscious of this at the time and wrote two serious lectures on Wölfflin and Riegl which I gave, at the instigation of Tancred Borenius, in an enormous hall in London University. When I mounted the rostrum there were about fifteen pupils in the hall. ‘‘Wait’, said Tancred, ‘the students will come in their thousands’. In fact no one else came. This sobering experience cured me temporarily of my itch to lecture...’ ​[55]​. Intelligent well-paced radio broadcasting was another matter: now, truly, people began to hear about Wölfflin, possibly in numbers undreamt of even in Europe and the USA. In one such radio broadcast on the BBC Third Programme in 1952, ‘Reflections on not teaching art history’, Pevsner even offered a succinct and accessible history of the discipline and the emergence, with Burckhardt and Wölfflin, of what he called ‘history of art proper’ ​[56]​. In Wölfflin, ‘the history of art finally discovered itself’ – and central to that discovery was the analysis of style. According to Pevsner, Wölfflin teaches us that the history of art is the history of the eye, of seeing; that style consists of certain common formal characteristics within any period. Formal analysis is fundamental: yet it also leads to rigid over-emphasis on form-style. To Pevsner, the ‘artificiality of isolating’ form from subject matter was a key snag, which he identified also in the writing of Fry. Pevsner did not appear to concur with Gombrich’s assessment that Wölfflin was, by virtue of his metaphysics, a cultural historian. For Pevsner, iconography, or what Pevsner cosily calls ‘subjectology’, was a reaction to ‘the aestheticism of the Wölfflin-Roger Fry approach’. Quite clearly for Pevsner anti-aestheticism mattered because of his own social and modernist agenda, its contextual responsibility. This created a tension with English romantics such as the poet John Betjeman, even better known than Pevsner, who fought the same fights as Pevsner to preserve and educate the public about English architecture, yet who showed no hesitation in dismissing Germanic professionalism and system – a professionalism articulated by Wölfflin’s work – as the hallmark of ‘Herr Professor Doktor’ Pevsner  (to use Betjeman’s phrase) ​[57]​.
<Fig 5> 
Undoubtedly the central and most problematical text for an assessment of Wölfflin’s role in Pevsner’s thought was that of the 1955 Reith Lectures broadcast on Sunday evenings – peak time - on the BBC Home Service ​[58]​. In these lectures, issued under the title The Geography of Art subsequently published as The Englishness of English Art (1956), Pevsner took on the much more sensitive issue of national identity ​[59]​. His agenda was to identify national traits which might either be receptive to, or helpful in the formulation of, a British post-war Modernism, and in this regard the Reith Lectures must be read alongside Pevsner’s more persuasive, if less widely-read, book Pioneers of Modern Design (1936), which traced the roots of Continental Modernism in part to nineteenth-century insular ideas. Pevsner’s writing is, on the face of it, so lucid, so sensible and winning for a general public, that it is easy to discount its evasions. The Englishness of English Art is throughout marred by soft empathetic thinking: fundamental national differences, such as those between low-pitched English medieval wooden roofs and their ‘majestic counterparts in Late Gothic Germany’, are ‘felt’ rather than simply observed ​[60]​. Pevsner shows a willingness to tolerate the most absurd contradictions in the pursuit of ‘Englishness’: in the chapter on ‘Perpendicular England’, the English emerge by turns as both illogical yet reasonable ​[61]​. Then there was the question of race. As Games points out, the Reith Lectures identified ‘two distinct racial types’ in England: one ‘tall with long head and long features, little facial display and little gesticulation, the other round-faced, more agile, and more active’ ​[62]​. Pevsner’s mentor Pinder had discussed Volk, Rasse   and  Stamm ​[63]​. Particularly difficult was Pevsner’s tribute, in the foreword to The Englishness of English Art to the art historian Dagobert Frey, like Pinder implicated in Nazism, who in 1942 had published Englisches Wesen in der bildenden Kunst ​[64]​. Not all this can be laid at the feet of Wölfflin, for race had been a dimension of much English critical writing of the previous generation or two; yet the fact remains that Principles had authorized, though not disciplined, further thought about what in the introduction to Principles he called ‘the style of the school, the country, the race’. Pevsner ends The Englishness of English Art precisely with reflections on race, nation and climate ​[65]​. Just how habitual and widespread this mindset was at the time is made apparent by a paper entitled ‘The ideological antecedents of the Rolls-Royce radiator’ delivered by Erwin Panofsky in 1962, a text vaguely wedded to racial theory (the English are irrational partly because of their ‘Celtic’ legacy), but fully committed to the notion, apparent in Pevsner, of a medieval English romantic and sublime imaginary ​[66]​. 
Above all it was Wölfflin’s habitual thinking in binaries or polarities which provided Pevsner with one of his main expository tools, the ‘seemingly opposed forms and principles’ which energized English art, showing ‘how useful the notion of polarities or contraries proves in action’: Decorated and Perpendicular Gothic, Vanbrugh and Burlington, Hogarth and Reynolds, Constable and Turner - both of the latter ‘concerned with an atmospheric view of the world not with the firm physical objects in it’ ​[67]​. Characteristically, Pevsner’s 1969 Walter Neurath Memorial Lecture set Ruskin against Viollet-le-Duc in another such binary, discussing ‘Englishness and Frenchness in the Appreciation of Gothic Architecture’ ​[68]​. Gombrich was a brilliant essayist, Pevsner a subtle tactician of the image; and his lectures, aimed at a general public and a receptive audience of undergraduates (including the author of this contribution), were from a visual point of view a revelation of the enduring powers of Wölfflin’s dual-projector method until, at least, the fateful days when the binary method fell victim to the pluralities of powerpoint. 

Wölfflin, Podro and Baxandall
       Pevsner produced few pupils by the standards of university teachers employed from the 1960s in the new settlement for higher education, and in that sense did not found a ‘school’: his influence was mostly through publication and broadcasting, and especially through his extraordinary county-by-county survey The Buildings of England, first formulated by Pevsner in 1938, the greatest national by-product of Kunstgeographie ​[69]​. At large however, English architectural writing was guided, and continues to be guided, quite as much by a form of archaeological empiricism deriving from such nineteenth-century writers as Robert Willis and absolutely unconcerned with psychology or agency ​[70]​. Even so, significant Courtauld Institute projects, such as Paul Crossley’s re-edition of Paul Frankl’s Gothic Architecture (1962), a text originally influenced by Wölfflin, indicated the continuing vitality of the German critical tradition for English commentators towards the year 2000 ​[71]​. 
     At large, the new university settlement, driven by the government’s 1963 Robbins report which advocated an expansion in the numbers receiving a university education in Britain, coincided with the establishment of new universities which were soon to gain art history departments at Sussex, Essex, Warwick, York, and Norwich (East Anglia), while art history as a subject started to grow at undergraduate level at older universities such as Cambridge, Leeds and Manchester. Inevitably the social composition of undergraduates broadened in terms of class identity. This settlement lasted until the 1990s when further educational reform brought many other institutions, typically the polytechnics, closer to the model of universities, so homogenizing the corporate provision of higher education. Yet there were continuities in terms of the established literature of the history of art. The works of Heinrich Wölfflin were read and examined at undergraduate level when the subject was introduced at Cambridge in the early 1960s and were taught and examined throughout the era of the New Art History. Of that period Elizabeth Cropper notes in a personal memoir on ‘History and Tradition’ that at Cambridge  ‘The history of art history, which has become such a focus in recent years, was a fundamental course, and we all read Wölfflin, Berenson, Fry, Riegl, Worringer, and many others’  ​[72]​. Yet when Frances Haskell (1928-2000), a Cambridge graduate and Professor of the History of Art at Oxford from 1967, came to survey the relation of history and its images, Wölfflin did not figure at all in his account ​[73]​. His predecessor at Oxford, the Warburgian Edgard Wind (1900-1971), was also a critic of Wölfflin ​[74]​.
       The institutional position in the 1960s was rather more fluid and complex, and indeed interesting, than just the matter of expanding universities or the singularity of particular institutional outlooks. Other stakeholders included the art schools which had ‘general studies’ courses that encouraged an entirely different kind of intellectual traffic. In a transcribed recorded memoir, Michael Baxandall (1933-2008) laid particular emphasis on this porosity between institutions: ‘I suppose the main shift in the character of art history was the development of general studies departments in art schools, which was mandated in this period, and a lot of the more interesting younger art historians went into these general studies departments. This could be documented. Michael Podro did that, and T. J. Clark, who is here at Berkeley, did it for a time’ ​[75]​. What Baxandall understood, in a thoroughly liberal and anti-elitist spirit, was that there was no purely ‘institutional’ reception of Wölfflin in England, because people switched institutions more freely than now. 
       The relative diversity and fluidity of institutional provision and inter-institutional experience at this time is well measured by the close personal and intellectual interaction of Gombrich’s students and editors at the Warburg Institute, Michael Podro (1931-2008) and Baxandall himself. The philosopher and art historian Michael Podro represents an example of the mobile career-type of the period. He began his career at the Slade School of Art before studying with both Gombrich and Richard Wollheim, going on to teach at Camberwell School of Arts, and then working at the Warburg Institute and eventually Essex University, where he became Professor in an important new department. Mixed careers of this type deserve emphasis because their salient feature – the liberal and dynamic interaction of art practice and aesthetic theory – was soon increasingly to be set aside as the tide increasingly favoured the styles of professionalized systematic theoretical engagement favoured by the New Art History. Podro’s work was founded in the study of art theory between Kant and the late nineteenth century ​[76]​. Without doubt his most celebrated historical study was The Critical Historians of Art, published in 1982, a work devoted solely to the German tradition of engagement which developed since the eighteenth century, and ‘critical’ because, in its words, it ‘made a serious attempt to say things about the visual arts that would register the energy and complexity of the arts themselves’, the texts themselves ‘having slipped from view’ ​[77]​. Podro devoted two chapters to the works of Wölfflin, the first on Classic Art, the second to Principles, or, more exactly, ‘The Principles and its Problems’ ​[78]​. These are by far the longest and most searching passages of English-language criticism devoted to Wölfflin since Roger Fry and Gombrich’s Norm and Form, appearing just at the time when Wölfflin’s own methods had passed out of common currency. Podro’s rigour and independence of mind as a thinker is evident throughout his work, and it may be worth recalling that his PhD supervisor, the philosopher Richard Wollheim (1923-2003) also admired Wölfflin’s ‘justly famous’ account of Raphael’s Stanze in Classic Art despite the fact that according to him  Wölfflin,  Focillon and Riegl, the ‘philosophical’ art-historians so to speak, ‘were confused about the status of their investigation’ because they could not separate, or for that matter properly connect, the general transformative powers of art to the specific instances of that transformation ​[79]​. Podro’s subtle account is equally mixed, and Wölfflin does not emerge unscathed. In setting out his account of the ‘critical art historians’, Podro uses Wölfflin as a bridge between Semper, Göller and Riegl, and interpreters such as Warburg and Panofsky. Podro opens with the view that ‘For many of us, whatever our reservations, it would be hard to find a replacement for The Principles of Art History as a model for the analysis of painting’ ​[80]​. But it quickly becomes evident that Podro is unsatisfied with Wölfflin’s fundamental project of establishing the ‘double root’ of style (broadly speaking, extrinsic and intrinsic causes, the cultural ethos or the visual tradition itself), and so with the problem that engaged Erwin Panofsky, the relation of form to content. Thus, according to Podro, ‘... when an artist draws upon earlier work he derives from it not simply visual forms but dramatic dispositions, not only ways of defining forms but sensitivity towards the character of what is depicted’ ​[81]​. Indeed, he continues, ‘We have no way of determining in principle, what an artist may take over from earlier artists, as opposed to what he takes over from other sources within his culture’ ​[82]​. In setting out and not resolving these inherent problems in Wölfflin’s method, Podro notes the critiques of Schmarsow and Frankl, observing that, while the descriptive skill of Wölfflin’s schemata has never been in doubt, ‘What has been challenged is the theoretical force or status of his concepts, the importance or significance which he gives to them’ ​[83]​. It was both striking and unfortunate that this most penetrating discussion of Wölfflin’s work was also so conspicuous. 
      What particularly needs emphasising is the way that leading commentators working in English art schools or universities assimilated Wölfflin’s writing to developed or developing practices within other disciplines. The history of quite small yet influential coteries was vital to this. One such coterie was formed around the eminence grise of English literary criticism in the time of the expansion of the universities, F. R. Leavis (1985-1978), who taught for most of his career at Cambridge ​[84]​. Both Podro and Baxandall began their intellectual lives studying not art history or philosophy, but English literature at Cambridge with Leavis. Leavis was the doyen of a notion of intellectual seriousness in critical practice, as opposed to literary dilettantism. In this he stood in an analogous relation to the perception that Wölfflin had placed English art history on a serious footing. Leavis, however, though interested in form and close reading, was not a relativist like Wölfflin: value was central to him.
     What interested the Leavisites was the sensitivity of Wölfflinian visual analysis. Baxandall was, by his own admission, stimulated by Wölfflin’s formal analyses. Like Podro, he was versed in an approach to literary criticism inaugurated at Cambridge by I. A. Richards (1893-1979) locally called ‘Prac-Crit’ (‘Practical Criticism’), in which students were asked to examine texts without knowing who wrote them or when, and so read them without presupposition. This decontextualization was a basis of the so-called New Criticism, an insular form of literary engagement ohne namen, ‘without names’ ​[85]​. Close and sensitive reading mattered to students on such courses. Baxandall recorded that the ‘The first two art history books I remember liking were [Heinrich] Wölfflin's Classic Art, and Erwin Panofsky's Meaning in the Visual Arts’, noting also that Wölfflin ‘was doing close observation, which I liked, partly because that fitted the literary critical training I'd had’ ​[86]​. Indeed in retrospect Baxandall’s notion of cognitive style, of the ‘period eye’, of the cultural relativism of seeing, manifestly resembles Wölfflin's ‘history of seeing’ and belief that ‘not everything is possible at all times’ ​[87]​.  It was precisely the Leavisite aspect of Baxandall’s early mental preparation, its emphasis ultimately on value, tradition and context that coloured his understanding of Wölfflin. Value, the one aspect of criticism which Roger Hinks had seen as being repudiated by Wölfflin along with criticism itself, was one aspect of this. At one point in Baxandall’s The Limewood Sculptors of Renaissance Germany (1980) he remarks in defence of his method of singling out the really great carvers that ‘One reason is that only very good works of art, the performances of exceptionally organized men, are complex and co-ordinated enough to register in their forms the kinds of cultural circumstances sought here; second-rate art will be little use to us’ ​[88]​. This is not exactly the view of Wölfflin, but it is a version of a covert belief within Hegelian criticism that only successful works reveal the zeitgeist; failed artworks are just inexpressive of it.

Canon and curriculum
      For critics working in England, whether those sympathetic to ‘Continental’ philosophy of the Idealist type, those attempting to professionalize the discipline of the history of art, or those establishing curricula for expanding post-war universities, Wölfflin’s Principles as an exemplification of method (the idea of a method, that is) was unavoidable. For those within and outside the subject, he provided one of the few respectable statements of method and terminology that could properly be said to have emerged from within the discipline of art history, and which was coming to define it. Inevitably Wölfflin was read and understood in the light not of some overall systematic project but rather of specific critical inclinations and traditions characteristic of those ‘invisible colleges’ that energize intellectual life. Fry recognized in Wölfflin an account of form and psychology which chimed in with his own thinking, as did Read and to a lesser extent Clark. None of these men worked in universities or institutes. Wölfflin finally enabled the ties with the great tradition of moral criticism exemplified by John Ruskin – indeed, the English tradition of criticism itself - to be severed in favour of science. The disaster of World War Two created a much more politically divided climate in which Wölfflin’s works were conscripted either to the case against Idealism (Gombrich) or to the case of general art education and social improvement (Pevsner). Podro and Baxandall’s accounts of Wölfflin, susceptible to his thought yet recognizing a certain distance from it as Wölfflin’s entire method fell into disuse, also need to be understood in terms of the prevailing critical and political climate outside art history. By the later 1970s amongst the warmest reception of Wölfflin’s work came not from the English political left, broadly understood, but from the conservative new right as conservatives, and conservative aestheticians, retraced their origins back to Kantian and Hegelian thought ​[89]​. That the climate was turning against the German tradition understood broadly is clear. ‘Heaven knows, one is tired of the old stories of the great generation – beautiful Wölfflin, Riegl and his carpets, etc.’, said T. J. Clark in 1974, in a spirited defence of the inner purpose of Idealist art history, its understanding of ideology; but it was Clark who, no less tired of recent trends in art history (‘for diversification, read disintegration’), still recognized that such writers belonged to a heroic phase of the subject ​[90]​.
      Running through all this was another persistent strand, less easy to articulate but important to address nevertheless: the agon of English and European thought. One of the strengths of Wölfflin in the early years of his reception was precisely his status as an authoritative outsider – a status shared by Gombrich and Pevsner – despite the fact that anti-German sentiment was always in the background. This outsider status, coupled with at least one strand of ideological doubt about his work, created a kind of intellectual distancing. So the question was always to what, exactly, his ideas would be assimilated, given the unsystematic character of the professional practice of art history in England. Baxandall captures the problem, the sense of unease, well:
 ‘... this is complicated, because in England there was the old-established and rather good English tradition of sensitive art criticism, maybe too sensitive... It wasn't a homogeneous art-historical tradition or art-critical tradition, but there were individual streams which were good and which I was fond of and still like. I still like the tradition of Ruskin for all sorts of reasons. This didn't adapt very gracefully, I feel, to the arrival of German and Austrian practices, which were obviously so much more advanced and came from a different general culture. What one had for a stage in England was a sort of German, Kantian art history without the Kantian background, which was an impoverished thing. I don't know many people of my generation who've managed, apart from Michael Podro, because it's a very difficult thing for someone who is not of that culture to grasp the general context and frame of German art history. We haven't had that sort of education. Even though we'd been taught the same things, Plato, say, we've been taught it in a different way. So I was worried in those years in London about what was happening both to the English traditions and to the German-Austrian traditions in England. I still am, rather. I think the hybrid is not altogether graceful, and a lot of the strengths of both sides have been lost’ ​[91]​.
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